Diagnostic and Preventive Approaches for Dental Caries in Children: A Review
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Abstract

Context: Oral health status plays an essential role in human health. Recently, enhancement in oral health caries has been noted in both developed and developing countries. Dental caries is still very common among children. Screening and preventive interventions is necessary. The aim of this study was to review the diagnostic and preventive approaches for dental caries in children.

Evidence Acquisition: Searching PubMed, Medline, the Cochrane Library (for 5 recent years from 2011 - 2016), and reference lists for keywords and phrases such as “dental caries in children” and prevention and diagnosis, we included trials and controlled observational studies regarding the diagnosis and preventive techniques for dental caries in children.

Results: We found no study demonstrating the effects of screening by primary care providers on clinical outcomes. In a cohort study, pediatrician examination associated with a sensitivity of 0.76 was reported to identify dental caries in children. The results of the new randomized trials that were confirmed by previous studies showed that the efficacy of fluoride varnish is more than no varnish in reduction of dental caries from 18% to 59%. Some of the trials regarding xylitol had no results regarding the effects on dental caries. New observational studies have shown an association between early childhood fluoride use and enamel fluorosis. There is no evidence on the accuracy of prediction instruments in primary care settings.

Conclusions: We found no direct evidence that reveals that screening by primary care clinicians can decrease early childhood caries. Previous evidences reviewed by the United State Preventive Services Task Force demonstrated that oral fluoride supplementation is effective in decreasing caries incidences, and recent evidences supported the effectiveness of fluoride varnish in higher-risk children.
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1. Context

Dental caries is known as one of the most common chronic childhood diseases in children (1, 2). The disease remains a predominant oral disease and cavities and also a worldwide public health problem (1). The past 2 decades of researches regarding caries have advanced our knowledge about the disease. Furthermore, in particular, it has demonstrated that caries is a dynamic, multi-factorial disease process involving the interface of the undisturbed plaque biofilm and the surface of the tooth when dietary sugars are present (3). Over the past 20 years, oral health status of populations in industrialized countries has improved significantly, including a significant decline in the prevalence of caries and periodontal diseases due to preventive strategies (1). Dental caries are preventable and can theoretically be controlled by altering bacterial flora in the mouth, modifying diet, and increasing Oral health education (awareness and motivation). Therefore, it is an important element for improving oral hygiene. It must start early from the preschool. In fact, the first permanent molar (tooth of 6 years) tends to be decayed since its eruption if the child does not brush regularly (4).

The early incidence of dental caries during lifetime, specifically early childhood caries (ECC), is of particular concern. Though generally preventable, and in spite of the significant enhancement of oral health during the past few decades, dental caries is still known as the most common chronic disease among children and adolescents. Indeed, oral health of the children is considered to be related to several factors such as their families, their socioeconomic condition, as well as the parents’ education level, occupation, and attitude towards health. The chances for cavities increase by dry mouth, frequent intake of sweets, and poor oral hygiene. The timing of tooth eruption, the duration of harmful dietary habit and the type of muscle movements during sucking and swallowing are the common risk factors of dental caries. The pattern of early childhood caries varies at age 3 and begins to affect the first and second primary molars (1, 2, 5-7). According to mentioned above, this study was conducted to review the diagnostic and preven-
tive approaches for dental caries in children.

2. Evidence Acquisition

We searched PubMed, Medline, and the Cochrane Library Database for relevant articles, and reviewed reference lists for additional citations in 5 recent years from 2011 to 2016. The inclusion criteria were articles published in peer-reviewed journals addressing questions related to dental caries in children population with focus on diagnosis and preventive approaches using phrase and keywords such as “dental caries in children”, prevention, and diagnosis. All abstracts and articles not related to children, surgical intervention of cleft lip and cleft palate, and speech-related interventions were excluded. Herein, we discuss the qualitative results derived from the reviewed articles.

3. Results

3.1. Incidence

In several studies conducted in Europe, the prevalence of ECC reported ranging from 11.4% in 3-6 year old Swedish children, to 55.1% in 5 years old children in the Czech Republic, and ranged from 8% to 31.6% in Italy (7-10). In developing countries, an increase of these conditions is observed due to the observed changes in eating habits and lack of other prevention policies. Thus, 80% of the people carrying carious lesions around the world are living in these countries (5, 8, 10).

In the Italian population, dental caries demonstrated a consistent burden, interesting almost 20% of 3-5 years old children, where as almost 3% were affected by the more severe disease (4). It is also the most common chronic disease of children in the United States, and its prevalence is increasing among 2 to 5 year old children (5).

3.2. Etiology

Dental caries is a disease caused by a number of factors, however, there is no specific method for its assessment that included all etiologic factors of caries (11). These factors consist of consumption of sugar and sugar-containing foods, plaque, inflammation of the gums, high salivary counts of Streptococcus mutans in children and mothers, and the attitude of parents towards health (2, 12). When acid-producing species, such as the mutans streptococci, present in plaque biofilm, the process is beginning and they metabolize these dietary sugars to produce lactic and other acids, causing initial demineralization, i.e., the first calcium and phosphate ions loss from the hydroxy apatite structure of the tooth’s enamel. This initial step can lead to a reversible early caries lesion. Therefore, inadequate oral hygiene assessed by the presence of biofilm that adhered to the tooth surface, is associated with new carious lesions in the bivariate analysis (13). Biofilm is related to the presence of cariogenic bacteria and fermentable substances, which leads to demineralization and dental caries. The counts of Streptococcus mutans in saliva are widely known as the main etiological factor in the development of caries (14).

Early colonization can increase the risk of caries. Mother’s saliva is the most commonly possible route of streptococcus mutans transmission to an infant (15). By determining the salivary concentration of streptococcus mutans, we can evaluate the rate of caries development (16).

Several risk factors are identified for dental caries including high levels of cariogenic bacteria colonization, inappropriate bottle feeding, frequent exposure to dietary sugar, decreased saliva flow rates, developmental tooth enamel defects, low community water fluoride levels, inadequate tooth brushing or use of fluoride containing tooth pastes, and maternal risk factors such as caries, or poor maternal oral hygiene, and lack of parental knowledge related to oral health (17, 18).

The interaction of a number of factors including inflammation of the gums, dental plaque, counts of streptococcus mutans and attitude towards the child’s care are considered to be caries risk modifying factors. Among these factors, dental plaque is one of the factors that promote caries development (19).

Another predisposing and causative factor for tooth decay is chemical composition of saliva. It is generally accepted that the process of tooth decay is controlled largely by natural immune mechanism of saliva. Salivary pH, Calcium, Phosphorus, and Fluoride are important. In addition, salivary flow rate and concentration is also involved in development of caries. Normal salivary flow eliminates the food debris on which microorganisms thrive. In addition, saliva has antibacterial and antiseptic properties. Disturbing the natural salivary flow, salivary composition, and viscosity, caries develop. Conditions that decrease salivary flow include immune disorders, genetic conditions, drug consumption, and neuropsychiatric disturbances. Medications, such as antihistamines and antidepressants, can also impair salivary flow. Studies have shown that the minimum effective dose of antihistamines can reduce salivary flow by as much as 50% (20, 21).

Several studies reported the use of bottle feeding and breastfeeding as ECC risk factors, whereas the results of other studies found no effect by the 2 risk factors or differences between them (22-26). The length of breast and bottle feeding may play a role to caries development. Various studies have been demonstrated late weaning e.g., between 12 and 36 months was associated with caries (27).
However, other studies reported no relationship between the age of weaning from breast or bottle with caries (28-30). Higher risk for ECC was reported in children who received nocturnal bottle feeding (22, 26).

Another risk factor for dental carries in children is nocturnal breastfeeding, and its frequency, particularly if more than twice throughout the night with a duration more than 15 minutes (31). However other studies did not show an association between nocturnal feeding and caries (22, 32).

The nutritional assessment is an important part of clinical evaluation in children with dental caries. Long term Ca+Vitamin D malabsorption can lead to reduced bone mineral density and increased dental caries. Vitamin deficiency, especially vitamin A and vitamin C, increase periodontal disease. Clinical findings same as diarrhea, steatorrhea, FTT, and specific lab test may be useful for the detection of malabsorption disease such as celiac (33-37).

Delayed starting of tooth brushing for example, after 12 months of age, is slightly controversial. Frequency of brushing, bedtime brushing, and time spending for brushing were found to be associated with ECC in some studies, however, no association between frequency of tooth brushing and caries has been reported by other studies (29, 32, 38, 39).

3.3. Diagnosis

The manifestations of ECC are included pain, tooth loss, as well as growth impairment, weight loss, and negative effects on speech, appearance, self-esteem, school performance, and quality of life (3, 5).

Traditionally, visual and tactile inspection along with radiographs (X-rays) are employed frequently for dental caries diagnosis. This approach requires visual identification of demineralized areas (typically white spots), pits, or fissures, and using a dental explorer to evaluate the softness of dental enamel or breaks in it. Advanced methods for early decay detection is infrared laser fluorescence. It has a stabilized diode laser and a fiber optic cable that transmits light to the probe that emits light directed on the mineralized surface to be examined. Dental enamel absorbs infrared light, causing infrared fluorescence. Fluorescence light emitted will be captured back by the probe and processed. The device will display values ranging from 0 to 99. Elevated fluorescence reading values, especially above 20, is sign of tooth decay. Techniques for the assessment and early detection of caries are infrared and red fluorescence (Other advanced Midwest caries ID), measurable fluorescence (Quantitative light-induced fluorescence), caries ID, and measurable fluorescence (quantitative light-induced fluorescence) (20).

3.4. Prevention

Brushing with fluoridated toothpaste is one of the measures for caries prevention (40). However, this preventive measure may be inadequate in young children, due to their poor dexterity (41). Thus, brushing should be practiced or supervised by parents/caregivers until the child is able to perform it alone (42). Indeed, the association between dental caries and the recurrence of visible plaque may be related to a lack of oral hygiene monitoring by parents/caregivers. However, the multivariate model revealed that oral hygiene did not remain associated with new carious lesions (43). In 2004, the US preventive services task force (USPSTF) has recommended the primary care clinicians to prescribe dietary fluoride supplementation for children 6 months of age whose primary water source is deficient in fluoride (44). No trial specifically evaluated the effectiveness of oral health education or counseling intervention by a primary care clinician in preventing dental caries. Non-randomized clinical trials reported multifactorial interventions including an educational component that is associated with decreased caries outcomes in deprived, 5 years old children (40, 45, 46).

Further pediatrician training, electronic medical record reminders, and providing of tooth-brushing materials are other components of the interventions. No study directly assessed the effects of dental referral by a primary care clinician to a dentist on caries incidence (47).

Several chemotherapeutic agents such as antibiotics, various types of fluoride agents, and metal ions have been tested for preventing and arresting caries (48, 49). It is shown that dietary fluoride supplementation with water fluoridation levels below 0.6 ppm reduced caries incidence versus no fluoridation ranging from 48% to 72% for primary teeth and 51% to 81% for primary tooth surfaces (50). The results of 2 trials with prolonged follow-up also revealed that consumption of dietary fluoride supplement was associated with lower incidence of caries at 7 to 10 years of age ranged from 33% to 80% (50, 51).

Comparison of fluoride varnish (2.26% F) used every 6 months with no fluoride varnish has been reevaluated by the trials published since the 2004 USPSTF. The results of all trials in the 2004 USPSTF review showed that the incidence of caries decreased following use of fluoride varnish after 2 years. The reduction rates of the decay-missing-filled (DMF) increment were reported as 18% and 24% in the 2 trials, 59% in 1 trial, and the absolute mean reductions reported in the number of affected surfaces ranged from 1.0 to 2.4 (51-54).

The results of the new studies found an association between consumption of fluoride supplements before 7 years of age (primarily before 3 years of age) and increasing risk
of fluorosis (55). Updated systematic review on the professionally, acidulated phosphate fluoride (APF) has been used to control dental caries since the 1970s, and its anticaries effectiveness has been approved (56). The application of the APF gel has been suggested as a therapeutic approach for dental caries in specific risk situations, such as compensation for lack of self-use of fluoride products or in individuals with history of caries experience (44, 46, 48, 49, 57). Another alternative for safe gel use in children is reducing the time of gel application from 4 minutes to 1 minute, because both time periods lead to equally efficient enamel retention and reduction of demineralization. Compared to other types of topical fluorides, fluoride gel has the best cost benefit relationship (58). However, adverse effects following use of fluoride gel depending upon the method of application have been reported especially in children. For example, gastrointestinal side effects such as nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain have been reported following ingestion of 15 to 31 mg of fluoride (17, 19, 59).

Although the results of a study on anticaries effect of salivary retention of fluoride does not necessarily reveal the anticaries effect of topical fluoride application, they can provide some indication of dose-effective methods of application (60). The low dose of fluoride (6.4 mg) used in this experiment on a toothbrush was much lower than an acute toxic dose (5.0 mg fluoride/kg) in a child weighing about 20 kg. Thus, application of gel with a toothbrush offers more safety, especially when it’s indicated for public health plans (45), such as school programs. Xylitol is a naturally-occurring 5-Carbon Polyol Sugar Substitute that has been widely studied during the last 40 years for treating dental caries, the caries vaccine is also provided from the killed mutans streptococci and Lactobacilli with as effective as an anti-caries agent without staining the porous dental tissues black, as does silver diamine fluoride (SDF) and amalgam. NSF is low in cost substance and available as a yellow solution that proves to be stable for 3 years (64). SDF has been shown to be more effective than fluoride varnish (63). It is suggested that this superior effect could be due to the fluoride concentration on SDF, which is greater than what is found in the fluoride varnish (65).

Though, the effect of SDF on caries lesions could be described by both fluoride action, and by the silver ions, due to reaction with thiol groups in amino and nucleic acids leading to bacterial lysis (66). Thus consequently leading to probable quicker caries arrestment (67), especially compared to other options of arresting initial caries lesions such as other fluorides. The use of SDF causes some aesthetic concerns such as black staining on various lesions caused by precipitation of silver (68). Nevertheless, aesthetics was not considered to be threatened in the case of initial caries lesions on proximal surfaces of posterior teeth due to their localization. Comparison of the new dentifrice containing 1.5% arginine, an insoluble calcium compound, and 1450 ppm fluoride, as MFP, with conventional 1450 ppm fluoride dentifrice have demonstrated a significant improvement in the anti-caries efficacy (29). The basis of this therapeutic approach, which uses a combination of arginine and an insoluble calcium compound, is to complement and improve the effects of fluoride by specifically targeting dental plaque, modifying its metabolism to decrease the production, and effects of bacterial acid that result in reducing its pathogenicity (69). Non-pathogenic arginolytic organisms, metabolize the arginine component to ammonia that has an arginine deiminase pathway. This ammonia neutralizes plaque acids and stabilizes the residual plaque biofilm on vulnerable tooth surfaces. Thus, arginine can prevent a shift in oral flora to aciduric bacterial species, such as S. mutans, by maintaining a more basic plaque pH, encouraging re-mineralization, and reducing de-mineralization due to less acid production. Furthermore, the insoluble calcium compound is accessible as a source of free calcium ions to add on the re-mineralization process (69, 70).

Caries vaccine is another preventive method against tooth decay, which has used from 1940. Since S. mutans is known as the main etiological agent of human dental caries, the caries vaccine is also provided from the killed form of the microbe injected in mouth of animal samples. The vaccine is usually administered by absorbing the inner lining of the mouth or nose, which requires more research and more comprehensive researches to use in humans (71).

4. Conclusions

In the current health care plan, caries risk assessment is a useful component in providing dental care in children.
Risk assessment procedures in children consists of evaluating risk factors in children and oral examination. In evaluating risk factors, clinical examination by examination, treatment, and diagnosis assessment are done. Assessment of risk factors include salivary secretion disorders, benefit from dental services, family history of dental caries, socioeconomic status of the family, snack and sugar consumption, exposure to fluoride, and toothbrushes. In the oral examination, visible dental plaque, gingivitis, and tooth enamel defects are evaluated. When caries-risk assessment tool (CAT) and routine examination or symptoms signs of the child results in tooth decay detection, restorative treatment should be done.
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